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I  Fantasia (11’38”)   II  Saltarella (4’51”)  III  Prelude and Fugue (13’30”)
 Edmund Rubbra, piano
 City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra conducted by Hugo Rignold
 BBC Broadcast 2 May 1967
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5 CYRIL SCOTT (1879-1970) (1918)  6’34”
 Edmund Rubbra, piano

BBC Broadcast 9 August 1967

6-8 (1959)  31’30”
 I  Allegro (14’27”)   II  Poema. Lento (11’35”)  III  Allegro giocoso (5’28”)
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 BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Rudolf Schwarz
 BBC Broadcast 20 February 1960
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While it is possible to follow the artistic development and changing musical
preoccupations of composers such as Alun Hoddinott and John McCabe in their
extensive series of concertos, this is not the case with Edmund Rubbra (1901-1986).
In contrast with his impressive cycle of eleven symphonies and a steady stream of choral
music, the concertante works are modest in number.  They consist of six examples, four
of which were written within a seven-year period: the Sinfonia Concertante for piano and
orchestra (1934); Soliloquy for cello, horns and strings (1944),1 Improvisation for Violin
and Orchestra (1956) and concertos for viola (1952), piano (1956) and violin (1959).

A composer of Rubbra’s integrity would never have elected to produce works of shallow
virtuosity and empty rhetoric.  Consequently, his concertos are the hard-won outcome
of deeply personal attempts to reconcile both the time-honoured element of display in
the solo part and the traditionally combative scheme of instrumentalist pitted against
orchestral forces with his own intuitive concerns with structural clarity, exploration of
tonal and intervallic implications, contrapuntal mastery and melodic growth.  The
composer’s success in his concertos in providing idiomatic solo parts which interact
effectively with the orchestra inside the framework of logical, organic structures has
largely gone unnoticed, overshadowed by the relative critical and popular success of his
contributions to other genres.  Yet he was possessed of a sufficiently authentic, flexible
and varied musical character to put his own stamp on the genre.

The Sinfonia Concertante for piano and orchestra, Op.38, was written in 1934-
1936 and revised and rescored in 1942-1943.  The composer himself was the soloist in
the premiere which took place in a Promenade concert with the BBC Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Sir Adrian Boult on 10 August 1943.  Rubbra also performed
it with the London Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir Malcolm Sargent on 4 July 1946
at the second Cheltenham Music Festival.2

1  Lyrita SRCD.234.
2  Reviewed by G. A. H. in , 5 July 1946, p.3.
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The title is indicative of the character of Rubbra’s piece which has elements of a
full-blown concerto but lacks the crowd-pleasingly virtuosic piano part of Arthur Bliss’s
barnstorming 1938 Concerto, for example.  The importance of the score lies less in its
bravura writing and more in its demonstration of the composer’s natural propensity for
long-term symphonic thinking.

An earlier attempt by Rubbra at a work for piano and orchestra dating from around
1930 and written for Kathleen Long was given the title ‘Concerto’ and the opus number
30 but remained in manuscript, whereas its successor, the Sinfonia Concertante, was
permitted to take its place in the official canon.  It is one of the composer’s darkest
works and ranges from solemnity to ferocity.

The opening ‘Fantasia’ begins with a shadowy introduction in which the piano, over a
deep pedal C, fixates on a rising arpeggiated figure eventually taken up by the principal
cello.  Against the ascending piano, the high strings have a sustained unison motif which
provides the basis of several subsequent themes.  The swift main section takes its
material from the introduction.  Here the piano asserts its authority in passages of
intense ferocity.  More reflective episodes provide the necessary contrast desired in a
symphonic work.  The opening material eventually returns in a brief moment of repose
before the closing section’s doleful procession punctuated by side-drum rolls and
timpani beats.  A final reminder of the opening arpeggiated figure brings the movement
to an end.

The scherzo-like middle movement is entitled ‘Saltarella’, the feminine version of a
generic term for moderately rapid Italian dances.  Any suggestion of a more relaxed
intermezzo-style interlude is soon dispelled by the increasingly forceful and obsessive
nature of the material.  Perhaps the most striking aspect of this movement is an
unexpected moment of stillness lasting eight bars and featuring a sustained oboe line.
This interlude of innocent wonder is short-lived as the music resumes its driving
vehemence, climaxing in a tough and trenchant ending.  It is likely to have been this
extrovert movement which Ivor Keys was thinking of when he referred to the ‘barbaric
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splendour of some of the climaxes’3 in his 1947 review of the piece.

The finale’s dedication ‘In memoriam Gustav Holst, 1874-1934’ accounts for the
elegiac feeling of this stately closing movement.   Rubbra had studied at Reading
University and subsequently at the Royal College of Music with Holst, who became a
friend and helped Rubbra to forge his highly individual musical voice.  As Rubbra later
recalled, ‘his personality made me shed everything not germane to what I wanted to
say’.4  Unusually this finale takes the form of a Prelude and Fugue, a structure chosen

‘to set an ordered calm on the face of grief’, as a critic from The Times once eloquently
suggested.5  The opening Prelude is intensely expressive and in the ensuing fugue the
lamenting theme and its countersubjects are all introduced by the orchestra.  When the
piano eventually reappears, launched by a solo cello, its introspective contributions are
integrated into the orchestral texture.  The haunting close with the piano quietly stating
the chord of C major is deeply affecting.

Ronald Stevenson wrote of the Sinfonia Concertante, ‘Such a humbly proud, individual
and profoundly-felt work somehow won’t permit me to bemoan it with the customary
epithet ‘neglected’: it is the audiences who are being neglected when such a work isn’t
performed’.6  It entered the repertoire of pianists such as Phyllis Sellick (1911-2007)7

but in recent years has become a stranger to concert programmes.  The fine 1967
broadcast performance by Rubbra with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
under Hugo Rignold presented here suggests that it deserves a permanent place in the
repertoire.  The score’s elemental power is superbly captured in a cogent and holistic
account which makes the best possible case for regarding the piece as a bona fide
precursor to a major symphony cycle.

By the time Rubbra participated in this performance he was a seasoned professional
3  Ivor Keys, , Vol. 28, No. 2 (April 1947), p. 199.
4  ‘Dr Edmund Rubbra on the Nature of English Music’, , 01 July 1959, p.15.
5  ‘Promenade Concert’, , 19 September 1951, p.8.
6  Ed. Lewis Foreman,  (Rickmansworth: Triad Press, 1977), p.45.
7  ‘Phyllis Sellick’, , 6 June 2007, p.71.
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THE LYRITA RECORDED EDITION TRUST
ITTER BROADCAST COLLECTION

Richard Itter had a life-long fascination with recording and he habitually acquired professional
equipment for disc and tape recording even for solely private use. From his home in Burnham he
was able to receive a good signal from the BBC Wrotham transmitter, which was constructed in
1951 and began broadcasting VHF/FM on 2 May 1955. His domestic recordings from BBC
transmissions (including Proms, premieres, operas, symphonies and chamber music – more than
1500 works in total), date from 1952-1996. Everything was initially recorded on magnetic tape, but
up to 1955 particularly important performances were transferred to acetate disc. These fragile discs
were never played and have remained in excellent condition, as have the majority of the tapes which
make up the bulk of the collection. In 2014 the Lyrita Recorded Edition Trust begun to transfer this
priceless archive and has put in place formal agreements with the BBC and the Musicians Union to
enable the release of items from it to the public.
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is placed very close to the short and intense coda.

Subtitled ‘Poema’, the second movement is an eloquent meditation on two contrasted
themes.  The brooding orchestral opening casts a dark and extended shadow until the
solo violin enters in C major, its expressive, silvery tone bringing instant solace.  As the
movement unfolds the solo line converses with several wind instruments in turn – oboe;
then horns (over pizzicato strings); cor anglais and finally flute.  The ending is
wonderfully serene as the solo line soars gently into the ether.

The finale is a folk-like country dance marked Allegro giocoso and based on the interval
of an open fifth.  An air of elegant sophistication informs this dance with its intricate
cross-rhythms and changes of pulse.  Ronald Stevenson compared the two undulating
passages for the violin in the closing bars to ‘a momentary glimpse of the Angel of
Death’.14  Yet after this brief shadow is cast over the proceedings, the work ends
decisively and in good humour.

Among the tributes which followed the Violin Concerto’s premiere, the one Rubbra
must surely have valued most highly came from his former teacher Cyril Scott.  The day
after the live broadcast Scott wrote a letter to Rubbra expressing his appreciation: ‘We
listened with great interest to your highly impressive Violin Concerto last night.  It really
is an impressive work with its wealth of colour, variety and all those elements which go
to make a satisfying work of art.  But of course one needs to hear it more than once to
take it all in.  Congratulations!’15   After the broadcast of the second performance Scott
sent a further note to Rubbra, dated 21 February 1960: ‘Was delighted to hear your V.
C. again last night.  Took it in more on 2nd hearing.  What a knowledge of the violin
you have!  Altogether was greatly impressed.  What a fine contribution to violin
literature’.16

Paul Conway 2017
14  Ed. Lewis Foreman,  (Rickmansworth: Triad Press, 1977), p.18.
15  Ralph Scott Grover,  (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1993), p.257.
16  Ibid.
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pianist who had appeared in numerous concerts, appearing most regularly as part of a
trio which in its most celebrated line-up also featured the violinist Erich Gruenberg and
the cellist William Pleeth.8  Rubbra started to learn the piano at the age of eight.  Six
years later he left school and became a railway clerk, but he continued his piano lessons,
soon discovering the composers Claude Debussy and Cyril Scott (1879-1970).  In a
1978 BBC Third Programme talk, ‘Master and Pupil’, Rubbra said that once he came
across Scott’s music, ‘… all my spare pocket-money went on the purchase of his piano
pieces and songs’.9  At the age of seventeen he organised and took part in a concert of
Scott’s music which took place at the Carnegie Hall in Northampton Public Library on
7 November 1918 (four days before the end of the war) to aid the Church Soldiers’
Comforts Fund.  A copy of the programme was sent to Scott who was sufficiently
impressed by the enterprising young musician to offer him lessons in piano and
composition.  Rubbra must have lost no time in taking up this exciting opportunity
since a review of the concert in the local paper entitled ‘The Genius of Mr. C. Edmund
Rubbra’ already describes Rubbra as Scott’s pupil.10

In BBC Radio’s Music Magazine ‘Cyril Scott: A 90th-birthday Tribute’, broadcast on
28 September 1969, Rubbra recalled vividly his first visit to Scott’s home:

Imagine a boy brought up in an ugly working-class area of an industrial
Midlands town being ushered into a house where every object was strange: the
heavy Gothic furniture, the stained glass, the faint smell of incense, the
writing-pad containing an austere quotation from the Indian Song Celestial –

‘to work thou hast the right, but not to the fruits thereof’ – and the piano with
another quotation in large lettering, painted in gold, a quotation that I
couldn’t complete because the end of it was lost in the curve of the
instrument.11

8  The trio was formed directly after the Second World War and continued to perform regularly until it was
disbanded at the end of the 1950s.
9  Leo Black, :  (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2008), p.22.
10  Ed. Lewis Foreman,  (Rickmansworth: Triad Press, 1977), p.17.
11  Leo Black, :  (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2008), p.23.
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Rubbra remained faithful to his first teacher and never lost his enthusiasm for Scott’s
music, occasionally programming it in recitals as signified by a BBC broadcast
performance by the Rubbra-Gruenberg-Pleeth Trio of Scott’s Piano Trio no.1 in C on
27 September 1949.  Rubbra also accompanied Peter Pears in a selection of Scott’s
songs at a concert on 1 May 1964 at the Royal Academy of Music.  This event was
organised by the Cyril Scott Society,12 whose formation two years earlier Rubbra had
actively supported.

He also paid a musical tribute: the Prelude and Fugue on a theme of Cyril Scott
for piano, Op.69, was composed in honour of Scott’s seventieth birthday in September
1949 and premiered by Margaret Good on 5 June 1950 in a BBC broadcast.  It is based
on three bars from the slow movement of Scott’s Piano Sonata no.1, Op.66.  Marked

‘Allegretto tranquillo’, the Prelude retains the character of the opening of the original
idea while introducing a second voice to form a dialogue with the melody.  The Fugue
is marked ‘Lento’ and is in four parts.  It preserves both the subject and countersubject
throughout and culminates in a grand climax worthy of Bach.  In the Fugue’s closing
bars there is a nostalgic fleeting reminiscence of the Prelude.  Rubbra’s splendid
economy of gesture is much in evidence in this score.  In a recital broadcast by the BBC
on 9 August 1967, the composer’s detailed performance ensures that the fluency and
clarity of the Prelude makes a satisfying foil for the stern formality of the Fugue.

As part of the Northampton concert of Cyril Scott’s music which Rubbra organised in
1918, he programmed and performed four of Scott’s short solo piano works: ‘Solitude’,
Op.40, no.1; ‘Chimes’, Op.40, no.3, ‘Bells’, and ‘Serenata’, Op.67, No.2.  Nearly fifty
years later, he chose to perform another brief solo piano work by Scott to round off his
BBC recital on 9 August 1967. Consolation was published by William Elkin in 1918.
In his brief spoken introduction to the broadcast performance, Rubbra described this
as ‘one of Scott’s maturest pieces’ written ‘at the height of his powers’ and characterised
it as ‘a deeply felt ‘in memoriam’ written as a tribute to a close friend’.  Faithfully
observing the marking of ‘slowly and wistfully’, Rubbra delicately traces the more

12  Reviewed in ‘Music by Cyril Scott’, , 2 May 1964, p.5.
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impressionistic episodes of the score and subtly varies his articulation of the persistent
repeated-note ostinato.

While working on his Seventh Symphony in 1955 and 1956, Rubbra composed a work
for violin and orchestra, the Improvisation, Op.89 which was commissioned by the
Louisville Orchestra.  Then, in 1958 he began work on the Violin Concerto, Op.103,
finishing it in the summer of the following year.  It was premiered at the Royal Festival
Hall on 17 February 1960 when the soloist was Endré Wolf with the BBC Symphony
Orchestra conducted by its Principal Conductor at the time, Rudolf Schwarz.  This first
performance was relayed live and the BBC repeated the work in a Maida Vale
performance three days later.  A recording of that impressive second performance is
presented here.

As in his previous concertos for viola and piano, Rubbra makes certain that the solo
instrument is always audible above the orchestral textures.  He also eschews virtuosity
for its own sake.   As Hugh Ottoway observed, ‘it is predominantly lyrical and gives the
soloist little scope for self-indulgent technical display’.13  The concerto is scored for a
standard orchestra of double woodwind with piccolo and cor anglais, four horns, two
trumpets, three trombones and tuba, timpani with some additional percussion, and
strings.

The opening Allegro is in sonata form, yet the composer’s customary procedure of
continuously developing his material means that the development section flows
seamlessly into the recapitulation and the cadenza overlaps with the coda.  There is no
introduction and the stern and sombre first subject with its persistent drum-beats
establishes the serious mood of the work.  A contrasting lyrical, decorative passage with
rising and falling scales on woodwind is taken up by the soloist.  These two ideas
provide the thematic basis for the rest of the movement, including the songlike second
subject.  This first movement ranges in mood from solemnity to contentment but the
relentless beats provide an undercurrent of unease.  The concise and restrained cadenza
13  Hugh Ottoway, Edmund Rubbra and His Recent Works, , Vol.107, No.1483 (September
1966), p.767.
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